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Abstract: Photogeneration of excess charge carriers in semiconductors produces electronic strain.
Under transient conditions, electron-hole pairs may be separated across a potential barrier.
Using time-resolved X-ray diffraction measurements across an intrinsic AlGaAs/n-doped GaAs
interface, we find that the electronic strain is only produced by holes, and that electrons are not
directly observable by strain measurements. The presence of photoinduced charge carriers in the
n-doped GaAs is indirectly confirmed by delayed heat generation via recombination.
Keywords: deformation potential; electronic strain; Gallium Arsenide; time-resolved X-ray scattering;
thermal transport

1. Introduction
Deformation potential theory was originally developed by Bardeen and Shockley [1] to describe
the interactions between thermal electrons and acoustic vibrational modes in non-polar crystals. It was
initially used to explain the dependence of electrical conductivity on pressure. The theory also predicts
a dependence of the energy band gap upon dilation; changes in energy band structure consequently
result in changes in carrier concentration. This effect of the deformation potential has been exploited in
several applications such as strain transducers [2]. It was soon realized that the deformation potential
effect can be inverted to explain the generation of electronic strain Sel by charge carriers in cubic
semiconductors [3],
1 dEg
Sel =
∆n
(1)
3 dP
where dEg /dP is the pressure dependence of the energy gap and ∆n is the density of photogenerated
electron-hole pairs. Studies of photogenerated electronic strain have been undertaken using modulated
laser beams to produce photo-acoustic waves [4] as well as by direct imaging of opticaly-excited
semiconductors in a scanning probe microscope [5]. In some materials the electronic strains can be
quite large; for instance [4] found the electronic strain in Silicon irradiated with 514.5 nm laser light
was 2.6 times larger than the strain generated by thermal expansion under the same conditions.
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The deformation potential can be either negative or positive. In crystal Silicon Sel is negative
(contractile), whereas in crystal Gallium Arsenide Sel is positive (tensile) [6] and therefore also results
in expansion similar to thermal strain. In the past two decades, it has become recognized that the
deformation potential often plays a dominant role in the lattice dynamics of semiconductor materials
following ultrafast laser excitation [7–11]. In many of these studies, such as the one presented
here, small transient changes in lattice spacing can be resolved by high-resolution synchrotron
X-ray diffraction, and the logarithmic range of timescales probed can be exploited along with
depth or material sensitivity to disentangle the transport of heat, sound, and charge in bulk or
heterostructure crystals.
Although both the direction and magnitude of the deformation potential has been calculated and
measured in many materials of interest, it is generally assumed that the charge carriers are electron-hole
pairs and exist locally in equal concentrations [6]. To the best of our knowledge, the contributions of the
individual species (electrons or holes) to electronic strain have never been directly distinguished.
As time-resolved X-ray Scattering (TRXS) techniques continue to improve temporal and spatial
resolution (e.g., [12,13]), it will become routine to explore charge transport across heterojunctions.
This interest is motivated in part by the desire to control semiconductor properties via strain for
optimizing devices, especially optoelectronic devices with large concentrations of photogenerated
charge carriers. Therefore, we have performed a time-resolved X-ray diffraction measurement to
directly observe the effects of photogenerated electrons alone in crystalline GaAs. As shown in Figure 1,
an ultrashort pulse of above-bandgap laser light is absorbed on the surface of an intrinsic (undoped)
AlGaAs layer that was epitaxially grown on top of a n-doped GaAs substrate. A cap layer, buffer layer,
and ohmic metal contacts were used to ensure that the sample remained highly conductive (50 Ω
across the entire device) so that the photocarriers could easily move through the AlGaAs layer to
the buried i-n interface which serves as a potential barrier to holes, but a potential drop to electrons.
Electrons will therefore cross the interface into the n-GaAs, and eventually either exit the device
through a matched load or recombine in the substrate while leaving the holes behind in the intrinsic
AlGaAs. Although AlGaAs and GaAs have very different electronic bandgaps, their thermo-acoustic
properties are very similar and they have lattice constants that are sufficiently different (≈0.1%) to be
resolved as separate X-ray diffraction peaks. We find surprisingly that the electronic strain does not
transport across the interface along with the electrons, indicating that holes are primarily responsible
for electronic strain.

Figure 1. The multilayer i-n sample is shown with dynamics at each timescale. The blue-shaded
region represents the X-ray extinction depth of 1.5 µm. The red-shaded 400 nm laser only penetrates
approximately 100 nm into the intrinsic AlGaAs layer, which has a bandgap of 2.0 eV. Both electrons
(solid circles) and holes (empty circles) are generated withing the laser excitation volume and by 1 ns
have diffused throughout the intrinsic layer. Only majority carriers (electrons) may penetrate into
the n-doped GaAs, which has a bandgap of 1.5 eV. Eventually, charge scattering and recombination
generate heat (shaded in yellow).
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2. Materials and Methods
The experiments were performed at the sector 7ID insertion device beamline at the Advanced
Photon Source (APS) and PAL-KRISS 1C time-resolved beamline at Pohang Light Source-II.
The schematics of the TRXS setup is shown in Figure 2, of which details is elaborated elsewhere [14].
X-rays from a water cooled double-crystal diamond (1 1 1) monochromator combined with
horizontal-plane focusing and vertical slits provided a collimated, 50-micron square beam profile on
the sample mounted at the center of a four-circle diffractometer allowing femtometer spatial sensitivity.
During the standard operational mode of the X-ray sources, the temporal resolution is approximately
100 ps full width half maximum (FWHM). This time-resolution is sufficient to study charge dynamics,
since the deformation potential results in long-lasting elastic deformation of the crystal from charges.
Using this capability, we mapped out the temporal evolution of the inter-atomic spacing along the
crystal surface direction at different time-delays between an 400-nm wavelength, 100-fs optical-pump
and 10-KeV X-ray probe pulses. For the sample, the 500-nm thick AlGaAs thin film was grown on the
n-type doped (2 × 10−18 cm−3 ) GaAs substrate by molecular beam epitaxy and capped with a very
thin protective GaAs layer. The multilayer sample is oriented in the symmetric (0 0 4) Bragg reflection
geometry at ambient temperature for the time-resolved measurement.

Figure 2. Experimental configuration. Monochromatic synchrotron X-ray pulses (green) are focused
horizontally by a dynamically-bent mirror, while the vertical dimension is slit to preserve angular
resolution. The synchronized amplified laser pulse is focused and then frequency doubled in a BBO
crystal to 400 nm before overlapping the X-ray beam on the sample. A gated Avalanche Photodiode
in proportional detection mode and digital oscilloscope [15] are used to record high dynamic-range
rocking curves over several hundred X-ray pulses at the laser’s 1 kHz repetition rate. Rocking curves
are repeated as the laser-to-X-ray delay is scanned by introducing electronic delays via a phase shifter
in the phase locked loop that maintains synchronization. The centroid of the peak is used to determine
average strain and after several ns following electron recombination, the average temperature of
the layer.

3. Results
Figure 3a shows the Bragg diffraction peaks arising from the film and the substrate layers of the
sample. The angular separation between the two peaks implies the lattice mismatch less than (0.1%)
between the layers. The oscillatory intensity signatures between the Bragg peaks is due to interference
between X-rays diffracted from the side bands of the film and substrate peaks. We are able to estimate
the film thickness of 500 nm from the oscillation period that is found consistent with the sample design.
Figure 3b,c show symmetric (0 0 4) Bragg diffraction curves from the heterostructure sample at selected
time-points relative to the optical excitation at an absorbed fluence of 3 mJ/cm2 . The vertical axis
is the relative time-delay between the X-ray and the laser pulses and the horizontal axis represents
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the X-ray incidence angle. Under the kimematical diffraction approximation, the resulting average
lattice displacements can be extracted by converting the angular diffraction shifts, ∆θ B , to changes
in the lattice parameter, ∆d, using Bragg’s law, λ = 2(d ± ∆d(∆t)) sin(θ B ± ∆θ B (∆t)), where λ is
the X-ray wavelength and d(∆t) and θ B (∆t) are the temporally evolving crystal lattice spacing and
Bragg diffraction angle, respectively. Such transient deviation in the diffraction condition represent
the aggregate lattice conditions over the finite X-ray extinction depth of 1.5 µm, and thus provides
averaged changes in the lattice spacing for both the film and the substrate layers.

Figure 3. The time-resolved X-ray scattering can be angularly separated into the top AlGaAs laser
and lower GaAs substrate. The fringe separation shown in (a) are consistent with the 500 nm layer
thickness. The initial response is shown in (b) where an impulsive strain wave begins in the film and
moves at the longitudinal speed of sound into the substrate [16]. Panel (c) shows the complex carrier
dynamics occuring in the intrinsic AlGaAs film within the first several ns, but with no discernible
electronic strain in the substrate.

Here, we discuss the information that can be directly inferred from the measured transient
strains in both layers. Initially, the AlGaAs layer shows marginal compression followed by rapid
expansion after the photoexcitation, of which behavior is expected from a bipolar wave propagating
away from the surface. The rise of the initial tensile response reaching its maximum within 100 ps
corresponds to the transit time of the longitudinal acoustic wave propagating out of the film thickness
of 500 nm. In meantime, the GaAs layer gets compressed and then expanded reaching the peak
lattice displacement at about ∆t = 500 ps. The disparities between the lattice behaviors between the
two layers within 1-ns time-scale can be explained in terms of an elastic response consisting of two
counter-propagating compression waves that are generated by instantaneous expansion of the AlGaAs
surface due to electron-hole plasma [17]. Since the timescale of the charge carrier diffusion across
the film layer is comparable to that of the acoustic-transit time, it is reasonable to assume that the
tensile effect in the film layer is caused by sum of electronic strain driven by deformation potential,
thermalized lattice (heat) and sound wave propagation. Within the acoustic and electronic timescales
(<5 ns) in the substrate, we only observe the impulsive lattice response generated by the sound wave
propagation, or transient compression followed by expansion. Tensile electronic strain would be
evidenced by monotonically increasing strain, and is not observed at early times.
Following these early timescale dynamics, the tensile strain the AlGaAs layer continuously
increases until ∆t = 25 ns and proceeds to decrease toward its equilibrium as shown in Figure 4a.
On the other hand, the lattice in the substrate increases at a considerably slow rate prolonging up to
approximately ∆t = 200 ns, at which point the amplitudes of the tensile displacement from the film
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and the substrate crosses. Afterwards, the GaAs substrate remains more expanded throughout the
entire cooling process indicating that the substrate layer has become the heat source.

Sound wave
propagation

electronic strain
+ thermal strain

Sound wave
propagation

Figure 4. Centroid shifts of AlGaAs (blue) and GaAs (red) taken from Figure 2. Only impulsive sound
wave propogation is observed in the GaAs bulk at early times.

4. Discussion
Above-band gap excitation on the surface of the AlGaAs film leads to instantaneous creation
of electron-hole plasma. As they diffuse into the bulk, they impart their energy to lattice via
electron-phonon scattering to generate heat and non-thermal processes such as deformation potential
(DP) coupling. Consequently, the temporal evolution of the free charge carrier distribution results in
generating various forms of transient strains until the free-carrier dynamics evolve towards equilibrium.
In particular, the DP contribution is intimately linked to the free carrier concentration and can be used
to trace its evolution. Due to symmetric sample geometry, we are only sensitive to the DP coupling
and thermal expansion of the lattice. By monitoring the temporal evolution of the Bragg peak shifts,
we follow propagation of strain across X-ray probe depth into the depth direction. As shown in
Figure 4, the general trend of the peak movements in early timescales (∆t < 200 ns) shows that the
excess energy (large strain) flows from the film layer into the substrate. Subsequently, both layers come
to a near equilibrium state at much longer timescale of several hundreds of nanoseconds.
In Figure 5a, a few nanoseconds should allow sufficient time for free electron-hole pairs to diffuse
away from the film surface and traverse across the epitaxial interface introducing the effect of the DP
coupling driven lattice expansion in the substrate. However, aside from the impulsive lattice response
due to the sound wave propagation, we do not measure any additional contribution of tensile strain
until thermal diffusion takes place in the substrate. Apparent lack of tensile strain within intermediate
timescales (few nanoseconds) implies that strain measurement is indeed insensitive to the presence of
optically induced free electron population.
It can be inferred from our result that only mobile electrons have migrated into the substrate
(i.e., lack of holes), of which excess energy is used to generate heat via electron-phonon coupling.
Consequently, the substrate becomes hotter than the initially excited layer, effectively making it a
secondary heating source. Assuming that the electrons have thermalized with the lattice at sufficiently
long time-scales (>hundreds of nanoseconds), we can convert the lattice strain into temperature based
on Bragg’s law using the thermal expansion coefficient of the materials as shown in Figure 5b. We note
that the apparent temperature offset between the two layers implies a non-negligible thermal boundary
resistance even for an epitaxially-grown interface [18]. However, evaluating the exact value of the
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thermal boundary resistance would require additional data sets at different laser fluence and elaborate
modeling of the strain evolution based on dynamical X-ray diffraction theory [19,20], which is beyond
the scope of present study.

Figure 5. (a) Shifts of the diffraction peak centroid are used to determine average strains in the AlGaAs
film (blue) and GaAs substrate (red). The average film strain increases to half-maximum in 10 ns,
comparable to a calculated thermal time transit of t = L2 /4D = 8.7 ns across the L = 500 nm film
thickness where the thermal diffusion constant of AlGaAs is 7.2 × 10−6 m/s2 . Temperature rises across
the n-doped GaAs substrate to half-maximum in 40 ns, comparable to the 1.5 µm X-ray extinction
(probe) depth estimated diffusion time of 35 ns. In (b) these average layer strains are converted into
temperatures using thermal expansion coefficients. The bulk remains warmer longer than the film,
indicating that charge carriers are indeed present generating heat and transporting back into the X-ray
penetration depth.

5. Conclusions
The intrinsic AlGaAs/n-doped interface provides a barrier to hole transport, allowing the
electronic strain from electrons and holes to be separated following a sudden injection of photo-carriers
into the intrinsic material. Unlike the electron-hole pairs and holes left behind in the top intrinsic layer,
the electrons appear invisible as they move throughout the n-doped substrate. Their presence is only
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detected much later as their recombination results in delayed heating of the substrate. It is unclear why
only the holes contribute to electronic strain, but it may be due to the interpretation that (especially in
positive deformation potential materials such as GaAs) the removal of an electron from the valence
band weakens the crystal structure, leading to expansion. Species-specific electronic strains will need
to be taken into account when analyzing electron transport across heterojunctions and may impact the
design of semiconductor light detectors, strain transducers, and light sources.
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